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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
MOTIVATION OF THE WORK
VANET’s problem
High mobility

→

Solution
Virtualization

► A reliable simulation environment has been created on NS-3 including:
► A Virtual Layer model adapted to intersection-based communications with QoS
capabilities and an improved stability.
► 3 routing algorithms based on intersections have been proposed and tested on collaborative download applications obtaining great results regarding packet delivery
fraction, overhead and download times:
►

speed.

VNIBR-R (Reactive version): Good balance between overhead and route discovery

VNIBR-P (Proactive version): Great route stability and discovery speed (QoS Apps.) and
therefore, greater overhead.
► VNIBR-E (Encounter-based version): Great results in big scenerios (a lot of intersections). Where other routing solutions fail (Correlation time-space).
►

► VANETs are expected to become an extension of the wired Internet, providing innovative communication and information services to the drivers and
passengers.
► Smart Cities present a highly interesting scenario:

High density of nodes with disparate mobility properties (fixed + pedestrian
+ vehicular) → Greater stability of the virtual intrastructure.
●

The “WAVE module” which includes the 802.11p protocol to cover the MAC and
PHY layers of the vehicular nodes.
► The “Buildings module” in order to simulate the existence of obstacles.
►

Confinement of the signals between buildings → Suitable intersection
routing.
► Virtualization is a good way to tackle the problem of the high mobility:
► Cluster-based approach to handle communications.
► Abstraction of fixed geographical regions served by virtual nodes as a mean
to tackle the mobility of the real nodes.
► The virtualization mechanisms can be polished to work efficiently in a wide
variety of scenarios.
► Autonomous driving is one of the most promising application of the
VANETs.
●

THESIS OBJECTIVES

► A new application algorithm has been proposed and tested in the field of autonomous driving combining:
► The platooning of vehicles in the urban environments.
► The management of maneuvers at the intersections with the help of Virtual
Traffic Lights (VTL).
► The dissemination of notifications of arrival around the platoons’ routes in
order to promote new vehicles to join it, helped by the 3 VNIBR routing algorithms.
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(2)

(3)
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► A new simulation environment has been used in order to test the new application algorithms over the developed virtual environment. We have chosen VEINs,
specifically the Plexe extension, which includes several platooning tools.
PAPERS:

RESEARCH PLAN

● “An efficient combination of topological and geographical routing for VANETs on top of a virtualization
layer”
IEEE 81st Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC-Spring).
● “Mobile data offloading in urban VANETs on top of a virtualization layer”
11th International Wireless Communications & Mobile Computing Conference (IWCMC 2015).
● “Performance Analysis of a Virtualization Layer Supporting P2P Downloading of Contents in VANETs”
9th International Workshop on Communication Technologies for Vehicles (Nets4Cars-2015-Fall).
● “S-CMA: Sporadic Cloud-based Mobile Augmentation supported by an Ad-hoc Cluster of Moving Handheld
Devices and a Virtualization Layer”
5th International Conference on Innovative Computing Technology (INTECH 2015).
● “SPORANGIUM - Validating the Concept of Sporadic Social Networks in Pervasive Applications
IEEE International Conference on Computer as a Tool (EUROCON).
● “Variations on Intersection-Based Routing on top of a Virtualization Layer Supporting Vehicular Cloud
Applications in a Smart City”*
2nd International Conference on Connected Smart Cities (MCCSIS-2016)
● *“Efficient and viable intersection-based routing in VANETs on top of a virtualization layer”*
Annals of Telecommunications 2017 (2nd revision round)
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